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A successful combination of aoxygen-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process5' and Co catalyst 
nanoparticles to grow highly pure sin읺e walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) was demonstrated. Recently, it 
was reported that addition of small am)imts of oxygen during CVD process dramatically increased the purity 
and yield of carbon nanotubes. However, this strategy could not be applied for discrete Fe nanoparticle catalysts 
from which appropriate yields of SWNTs could be grown directly on solid substrates, and fabricated into field 
effect transistors (FETs) quite efficiently. The main reason for this failure is due to the carbothermal reduction 
which results in S1O2 nanotrench formation. We found that the oxygen-assisted CVD process could be 
successfully applied for the growth of highly pure SWNTs by switching the catalyst from Fe to Co 
nanoparticles. The topological morphologies and p-type transistor electrical transport properties of the grown 
SWNTs were examined by using atomic force microscope (AFM), Raman, and from FET devices fabricated 
by photolithography.
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Introduction

Carbon nanotube is one of the exclusively studied one 
dimensional nanoscale materials as it has unique properties 
that can be applied for chemical and biochemical sen- 
sors?1(a)?(b) energy storage,1 (c) field emission display1 (d) and 
field effect transistor,1 (e) etc, As one of the requirements for 
the successful attainment of such applications, clean and less 
defective carbon nanotubes are demanded to be synthesized. 
During the growth of carbon nanotubes, amorphous carbons 
and unnecessary metal-carbon composites are naturally 
produced, which are acc이mtable for the high impurity 
contents and low yield of carbon nanotubes due to the 
catalyst poisoning effect? Ex situ chemical purification 
treatments effectively eliminate metal dusts： but such 
methods also accompany chemical damages on the surfeces 
of carbon nanotubes.

Recently, oxygen-involved growth methods were reported 
as they effectively remove amorph이is carbons during the 
nanotube growth. Moreover, oxygen-environment induces 
re-activation of poisoned catalyst nanoparticles, resulting in 
very high yield of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) 
with high purity4 In both cases, Fe thin film was used as a 
core catalyst. However, it was difficult to adapt this strategy 
for the direct synthesis of "moderately high yield^ of 
SWNTs on a Si/SiCh substrate which is prototypical to the 
fabrication of field effect transistor (FET) devices. Actually, 
when the similar strategy was applied to highly dense 
discrete Fe nanoparticles for the growth of SWNTs by 
oxygen-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process, 
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thermochemical etching of S1O2 layer occurred instead of 
highly pure SWNT formation due to the thermocatalytic 
reduction of S1O2 by Fe nanoparticles.6

In this work, we demonstrate the utilization of Co catalyst 
nanoparticles for the growth of pure SWNTs in oxygen- 
assisted CVD condition. The effect of oxygen determining 
the purity of resulting SWNTs was confirmed by compar
ative experiments performed in conventional thermal CVD 
growth condition. The narrow size distributions of Co 
catalyst nanoparticles as well as of the resulting SWNTs 
were confirmed by atomic force microscope (AFM). Raman 
spectra and electrical analysis revealed that the synthesized 
SWNTs were less defective, and that they showed typical p- 
type semiconducting transport properties, respectively

Experimental

For the formation of cobalt nanoparticles on a Si/SiCb 
substrate, a catalyst solution was prepared by dissolving 0.01 
wt% of cobalt(II) acetate tetrahydrate ((CH^COObCoAHzO, 
99.999%, Aldrich) in ethanol under ultrasonication (Fisher 
Scientific, FS60? 100W? 42 kHz ± 6%). A precleaned Si/ 
S1O2 substrate (thermally grown 500 nm thick amorphous 
S1O2 layer on highly doped p-type Si <100그) was immersed 
into the catalyst solution for 10 mia The Si/SiCb substrate 
was then dried by N2 gas and calcined in air at 400 °C for 5 
min/ The population of Co nanoparticles on the substrate 
was controlled by sonication time, Normally, less than 2 
hours of sonication results in low population of Co 
nanoparticles while high population of Co nanoparticles was 
derived from longer than 3 hours of sonication.

The calcined substrate was then transferred to a quartz 
tube in CVD system and heated up to 900 °C under a 500 
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seem of H? gas flow environment. When temperature was 
reached to 830 °C, 1000 seem of CH4 and 20 seem of C2H4 
gases were introduced. In oxygen-assisted CVD process 
case, 1.5 seem of O2 gas was introduced at 830 °C. After 10 
min of reaction at 900 °C, all gases were turned off except 
H? to cool down the system.

Atomic force microscope (AFM, NanoScope Illa, Digital 
Instruments) was used to characterize the topographical 
morphologies of Co nanoparticles and SWNTs on the Si/ 
SiO? substrate. Raman spectroscopy was measured with 
Renishaw RM 1000-Invia at the condition of 20 mW of 
excitation power and 632.8 nm (1.96 eV) of laser wave
length. SWNT-FETs were fabricated using a photolitho
graphy8 and their electronic properties were measured at 
room temperature by using a semiconductor analyzer 
(Keithley, 4200-SCS). *

Results and Discussion

In contra아 to the most popularly used Fe precursors, 
cobalt(II) acetate tetrahydrate showed difficulty in forming a 
homogeneous solution in water or ethanol at room temper
ature because of its low solubility. The solubility of Co 
precursor in ethanol was substantially improved when 
ultrasonic power was applied. We observed well dispersed 
individual Co nanoparticles on a Si/SiO? substrate when it 
was immersed into a catalyst solution which was treated fbr 
2 hours of sonication followed by calcination in air at 400 °C 
(Figure 1(a)). A very narrow size distribution of Co nano
particles having 0.6 to 1.6 nm diameters was obtained from 
AFM height profile measurements (Figure 1(b)). The 
average diameter of 0.88 士 0.20 nm is much smaller than the 
average diameter of Fe cataly아 nanoparticles previously 
prepared by using ferritin,2 dendrimer,9(a) hydroxylamine/(b) 
or phosphoric acid" We found that the density of Co 
nanoparticle was closely related to the sonication time. 
Regardless of the immersing time of Si/SiO? sub아rate into 
the catalyst s이ution, much higher density of Co nanoparticle 
was obtained from the solution sonicated for 3 h than from 
the one sonicated for 2 h. This result indicates that Co 
nanoparticles are mostly prepared during the sonication

Figure 1. (a) AFM ima옹e of Co nanoparticles on Si/SiQz substrate. 
The scale of z axis is 0 to 5 nm. Inset is a high magnification ima용e 
of low yield of Co nanoparticles. A scale bar indicates 50 nm and z 
axis is 0 to 3 nm. (b) A histogram of the diameter distribution of Co 
nanoparticles on the substrate. The measured average diameter is 
0.88 ± 0.20 nm.

Figure 2. AFM images of SWNTs grown from Co nanoparticles 
m간de by (a) oxygen-assisted CVD and (c) thermal CVD process, 
(b, d) Diameter distributions of SWNTs of (a) and (c) are shown, 
respectively.

Diameter (nm)

process, and the yield is higher upon longer treatment.
Using low density Co catalyst coated substrates, SWNTs 

were attempted to grow under both oxygen-assisted CVD 
and conventional thermal CVD conditions. Figure 2 shows 
that SWNTs are grown successfully both by oxygen-assisted 
CVD process (Figure 2(a)) and thermal CVD process 
(Figure 2(c)). The diameter distributions of both SWNTs are 
similar each other (Figure 2(b) and 2(d)), of which average 
diameters are 1.06 士 0.38 and 0.93 士 0.29 nm, respectively. 
We concluded that SWNTs were synthesized from indivi
dual Co nanoparticles based on the facts that the diameters 
of SWNTs are highly corresponding to those of catalyst 
nanoparticles (Figure 1(b) vs. Figure 2(b) or (d)), and that 
mo아 of SWNTs have less than 2 nm of diameters. The 
degree of purity, a strategic concern of current research, can 
be macroscopically decided by 1) the amounts of amorphous 
carbons randomly coated (or deposited) on the sidewalls of 
carbon nanotubes, and 2) the presence and population of 
unreacted cataly아 nanoparticles on the substrates. It was 
difficult to ascertain any distinct difference in the amounts of 
amorphous carbons on SWNTs grown by either oxygen- 
assisted CVD or thermal CVD. However, the population of 
unreacted Co catalyst nanoparticles left on the substrate after 
the growth was significantly distinguishable: in contra아 to 
the thermal CVD process, most of unreacted cataly아 

nanoparticles were removed under the oxygen-assisted CVD 
process. Note that much larger sizes of catalyst nanoparticles 
(>2 nm in diameter) after thermal CVD reaction can be 
deduced as the original catalyst nanoparticles failed to grow 
SWNTs but adducted with either amorphous carbons or 
multiple graphitic layers.

The removal of unreacted catalyst nanoparticles during the 
oxygen-assisted CVD seems to occur due to the thermal
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Figure 3. A representative AFM image of cut SWNIs (see the 
arrows) found when nanotubes were grown by oxygen-assisted 
CVD process (scale bar = 500 nm). The inset shows a high magni
fication image of the bottom arrow region (scale bar = 200 nm).

reaction between oxygen and Co nanoparticles. We recently 
reported that similar thermal reaction between oxygen and 
Fe nanoparticles adsorbed on Si/SiO? readily removed Fe 
nanoparticles from the substrate. In this case, further 
carbothermal reduction readily occurred (C(s) + SiO?(s) o 
CO(g) + SiO (g)) resulting in etching of SiO? layers, i.e. 
formation of nanotrenches.6 Although Co does not mediate 
carbothermal reduction of SiO? layers in the presence of 
oxygen,6 it seems to react with the introduced reacting gas 
mixtures including oxygen to be removed from the substrate. 
This phenomenon agrees well with the previously reported 
effect of oxygen vapor from water® or alcohol,10 by which 
metal catalysts as well as amorphous carbons are efficiently 
removed during the growth.

Another irrtere아ing feature observed from oxygen-assisted 
CVD growth is that the population of short nanotube is high, 
and that several nanotubes crossing other nanotubes were 
cut (Figure 3). It is well known that the surface of SWNT is 
readily oxidized under oxygen environment at high temper- 
aturej1 especially at the naturally formed defect sites (e.g. 
missed carbon to complete benzene structure) or buckled 

area. In our case, these defective sites seem to be readily 
eliminated when small amount of oxygen gas was introdu
ced. Although the synthesis of much longer SWNTs is 
hindered, such phenomenon is quite encouraging in the 
respect of eliminating most of defective parts of SWNTs.

An apparent improvement of purity was much clearly 
observed when high yield SWNTs were grown by both 
processes. In order to grow high yield of SWNTs, high 
density of Co nanoparticles were deposited on the Si/SiO? 
substrate by prolonged sonication of Co solution over 3 
hours (Figure 4(a)). As we observed from low yield samples, 
the population of unreacted catalyst was much higher when 
thermal CVD used (Figure 4(b) and (c)). Furthermore, it was 
clearly seen that amorphous carbons deposited on the 
sidewalls of SWNTs were a lot less when oxygen was 
introduced in the growth system.

A successful growth of highly pure SWNTs from Co 
catalyst nanoparticles by oxygen-assisted CVD was further 
corroborated by investigating their spectroscopic and elec
tronic transport properties. Figure 5 shows micro-Raman 
spectra of high yield SWNTs. We were able to estimate 
diameters of SWNTs by correlating laser wavelength (632.8 
nm, Eiaser = 1.96 eV) and the information related to radial 
breathing mode (晚bm, 120 cm-1 < qrbm < 250 cm-1).12 By 
using the equation of ©rmb = 248 cm-1/dt, the characterized 
resonant nanotube diameters were found to be 1.26 and 1.24 
rnn for the SWNTs grown by oxygen-assisted CVD (Figure 
5(a), 197.5 cm-1) and thermal CVD process (Figure 5(c),
199.8 cm-1), respectively, Note that these calculated 
diameters of SWNTs were a little bigger than the average 
diameters measured by AFM, and this is due to the limited 
population of optically allowed electronic transitions by the
632.8 rnn laser source.13

The Raman spectra of Figure 5(b) and 5(d) exhibit 
tangential mode (1450-1650 cm-1) and disorder mode 
(1250-1350 cm-1) of which ratio indicates the defect extent 
of nanotubes. An intensity of tangential mode/disorder 
mode, called 'G/D ratio', is a good indicator for the quality 
of carbon nanotubes in terms of preservation of sp2 
hybridization, and was estimated to be 15.92 for oxygen- 
assisted CVD grown SWNTs (Figure 5(b)) and 16.54 for 
thermal CVD grown SWNTs (Figure 5(d)). The similar

Figure 4. AFM images of (a) high yield of Co nanoparticles, grown SWNTs by (b) oxygen-assisted CVD and (c) thermal CVD processes. 
Inset of 4(a) is a high magnification image of high population of Co nanoparticles. A scale bar indicates 50 nm.
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Figure 5. Resonance Raman spectra of synthesized SWNTs by oxygen-assisted CVD ((a) and (b)) and thermal CVD ((c) and (d)). (a) and 
(c) show radial breathing modes while (b) and (d) show disorder (1250-1350 cm-1) and tangential mode (1450-1650 cm-1) of high yield of 
SWNTs. (£1^ = L96eV) '
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Figure 6. (a) AFM image ofFET device made of SWNIs grown by oxygen-assisted CVD process. The S and D indicate source and drain 
electrode, respectively, (b) I-Vs characteristic curve of the SWNT FET device which shows p-type semiconducting transport property (VdS = 
10 mV). ' '

values of G/D ratio mean that most parts of the SWNTs 
grown by oxygen-assisted CVD process are chemically 
inert, which further stands for that the growth conditions of 
oxygen-assisted CVD, especially the amounts of oxygen 
introduced are quite suitable for accomplishing
high purity of SWNTs while removing unreacted catalyst 
nanoparticles with amorphous carbons.

Finally, we characterized the electrical properties of 
SWNTs grown from Co catalyst nanoparticles by using 
oxygen-assisted CVD method. We fabricated SWNTs FETs 
having 5 //m of channel gap with Au/Cr layers (25/10 nm of 
thickness) as the source and drain electrodes through 

photolithographic techniques. As shown in Figure 6(a), 
multiple SWNTs were connected between the source and 
drain electrodes. We confirmed that the grown SWNTs 
showed traditional p-type transi아ot characteristics"© by 
observing over 50% of current (Ids) drop upon the gate 
voltage (Vg) sweep from -10 to +10 V at 10 mV of bias 
voltage (Figure 6(b)).

Conclusion

We successfully synthesized Co nanoparticles with less 
than 1 nm of diameters on the Si/SiO? sub아rate, Those 
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nanoparticles c이Hd grow highly pure SWNTs by intro
ducing 0.1% am이mts of oxygen gas in the conventional 
thermal CVD system. The small quantity of oxygen flow at 
high temperature removed amorphous carbons and eliminat
ed unreacted catalysts from the substrate. Raman spectra 
revealed that most of SWNT surfaces remained intact 
without severe defects as similar G/D ratio was obtained 
from oxygen-assisted CVD grown SWNTs as the one from 
thermal CVD grown SWNTs, In addition, it was confirmed 
that high purity of SWNT-FETs showed a typical p-type 
transport characteristics.
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